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When working with parquet wood floors we find all sort of substrates.
Cement –screed, fast dry cement screed anhydrite floors, industrial floors, wooden floors etc.
Even greater is the number of possible situations where leveling is necessary before you can fit
a wooden floor. An even floor is essential , whether we are talking about fitting a floating floor
or a fully glued parquet floor. For this things we have best self level compound from MAPEI
range, ULTRAPLAN or from MUREXIN (made in Austria)
Mainly in renovation for install wood floors
The fact that self leveling is necessary more often on renovation than in new buildings is no
guarantee of a level substrate in new buildings. Tolerance in the building industry are fairly
broad in that respect 7mm, whilst for parquet floors they are fairly small 3mm.
Fluid and fast-drying self level for wooden floors
Self level compound products nowadays are highly fluid so that in some respects they even
themselves out naturally but the fast setting means it is advisable to give their fluid character a
helping hand with a spatula or mop. At all events you have to apply the leveler and spread it
very quickly. Therefore, it is also best not to make too much leveler and certainly no more than
you can spread in 5-10 minutes. All this is the result of fast drying time of self leveling
compound from MAPEI or MUREXIN.
You can walk on surfaces again after 1-2 hours depends on thickness and climate.
Time for glue parquet or wooden floors is between 24-120 hours depends on climate and
thickness of self level compound. If need to apply a second layer of self level compound this
can be done after 1 hour after 1 level is done,
The temperature limits between which levelers can be applied are usually between 7-30 C. It is
not advisable to use a leveler if the temperature is outside those limits.
The substrate temperature must be at least 5C. Air humidity between 45-65%. The screed itself
must not contain more than 2-2.5% residual moisture when wooden floor is installed on top of
this self level compound.
We recommend:
-To use for wood floors only self level compound minimum class C25 F6.
-Never make screed reparation or self level without our recommendation .
-ULTRAPLAN – top self level compound for parquet floors from MAPEI, ultra fast drying selflevelling compound
-MUREXIN- top quality self leveling compound producer from Austria. Made in AT.
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